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Chartering schools, a significant aspect of our
commitment to K-12 betterment, enables the university
and schools to share and adopt best practices in teaching
and learning and to commit to strong outcomes for
our youth. It creates a network of innovative people
and organizations committed to improving Michigan
schools. It also provides opportunities to test new
methods of teaching and learning and empowers parents
with increasingly diverse and unique choices for their
children’s education. Success in the charter schools can be
examined, multiplied, and replicated to the advantage of
our schools and Michigan families. In short, we believe that
charter schools are an important element of a blueprint to
move our K-12 education forward.
In this report, we share the progress our university has
made in our charter schools over the last year. In it you
will read how our Charter Schools Office is a nexus for
professors, practitioners, policy makers, and communities
to come together in new ways to solve problems in
education. You will see how our work creates value and
enriches the lives of those engaged in it.
Lastly, we thank you for your continued partnership in
this endeavor. What we have accomplished this year is
because of our work together. We look forward to your
continued partnership as we advance public education
for our students and our state.
With best wishes,

Philomena Mantella, Ph.D.
President 		

Robert T. Kimball, Ed.D.
Associate Vice President for Charter Schools

Introduction

Change is constant. Our communities need strong
educational enterprises. Our young people need to be
supported and enlightened through our schools. This
calls us all to support our K-12 schools by continuously
evolving, improving, and creating new opportunities to
enrich teaching and learning. Grand Valley State University
is deeply committed to improving teaching and learning
for K-12 students. First, through our academic programs
that develop the next generation of teachers and school
leaders. Second, through our deep engagement in the
communities we serve, and also by chartering schools
throughout our state. We are rare in this endeavor. Only a
handful of other colleges and universities in the nation are
engaged in all of these ways.
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Introduction

The Laker Effect is the
collective impact of the
diverse Grand Valley
community on individual
students, West Michigan,
our state, and beyond.
The Laker Effect is a
force for positive change.
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Lakers are driven by our
passion for learning and
using that knowledge
for the common good.
We make a difference
by focusing on others
and making lasting
contributions.
The Laker Effect
embodies these values
and sets us apart as
leaders, problem solvers,
entrepreneurs, and
advocates who help
shape the future.
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CAMPUSES

24,677

Introduction

STUDENTS
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300+
AREAS OF STUDY

Mission
Grand Valley State University authorizes charter schools to join together
professors, practitioners, policymakers, and communities (3P+C) in new
ways to solve problems in education.

Vision

Introduction

We strive to be the model university authorizer by accessing the
university’s collective resources and diversity to contribute to the
enrichment and constant improvement of all Grand Valley State
University authorized schools.
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Values
At Grand Valley State University’s Charter Schools Office, the primary
focus is understanding complex problems in the GVSU network of schools,
facilitating the design of solutions, and advancing remarkable change
in teaching and learning. Our mission, vision, and strategic outcomes
reflect the seven core values. These core values provide a foundation and
framework for all of the Charter Schools Office’s decision-making processes:
• Excellence
• Integrity
• Inquisitiveness
• Inclusiveness
• Sense of community
• Sustainability
• Innovation

Grand Valley
State University
Board of
Trustees

Philomena V. Mantella
Ph.D., Ex Officio

Donna Brooks
Honorary Life Member

Randall S. Damstra
Ada, MI
2017-2024
Elizabeth C. Emmitt
Byron Center, MI
2019-2026
Susan M. Jandernoa
West Olive, MI
2019-2026
Mary L. Kramer, Chair
Detroit, MI
2013-2020
John G. Russell
East Lansing, MI
2013-2020
Megan S. Sall, Vice Chair
Grand Rapids, MI
2014-2022
Kate Pew Wolters
Grand Rapids, MI
2017-2024

Dorothy A. Johnson
Honorary Life Member
John C. Kennedy
Honorary Life Member

CHARTER SCHOOL
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Thomas
Butcher, J.D.
Vice President and
General Counsel,
GVSU
James N.
Goenner, Ph.D.
President and CEO,
National Charter
Schools Institute
Susan M.
Jandernoa
Board of Trustees,
GVSU
Robert T.
Kimball, Ed.D.
Associate Vice
President for Charter
Schools, GVSU

Mary L. Kramer
Board of Trustees,
GVSU
Sherril
Soman, Ph.D.
Interim Dean, College
of Education,
GVSU
Punita Thurman
Program Director,
The Skillman
Foundation

Introduction

Victor M. Cardenas
Novi, MI
2015-2022
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PRACTITIONERS
Grand Valley State University
continuously develops opportunities
that connect the teachers and
administrators working in its charter
schools to innovative solutions.
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Practitioners
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Developing the Capacity
of Current and Future
Practitioners
Student success is of the utmost importance at Grand Valley.
The university strives to provide superior teaching and
learning experiences to its collegiate students, as well
as students within its charter schools. The Grand Valley
Charter Schools Office furthers that effort by offering
significant financial support to lifelong educators who
want to improve their craft.

Teachers and administrators who work at a
GVSU-authorized charter school can apply
for the Master of Education scholarship
program. Any educator who receives the
scholarship while earning their graduate
degree from GVSU’s College of Education
is eligible for a 50 percent tuition
reimbursement. The number increases to
80 percent if the educator has been with
a school for at least five years. Nearly $1
million was awarded through the Master of
Education scholarship during the 20182019 school year alone.
Additionally, undergraduate students may
apply for the Detroit Student Teacher
Scholarship. Recipients get their tuition
covered for one semester as they complete
their student teaching requirements at
a GVSU-chartered school in Detroit. Ten
students will reap the rewards of the
scholarship in the fall of 2019.
Unique support opportunities like these
give educators an easier path toward
expanding their skill set. By easing external
burdens, teachers and administrators focus
more on how they can improve instruction
and support for kids.

Practitioners

Nearly $1 million was awarded
through the Master of Education
scholarship during the 2018-2019
school year alone.
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School Consultant
Rajeshri Gandhi
Bhatia meets with a
school leader.

Practitioners

Redesigning Professional
Experiences to Meet
Today’s Needs
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Today’s professional education
experiences must transcend a
plethora of barriers in order to
make a lasting impact. As the
Grand Valley Charter Schools
Office furthers its statewide reach,
workshops and trainings are
reformatted to meet the needs of
multiple schools at one time. They
also are designed to mirror the type
of learning that occurs outside of
the classroom.
The Grand Valley Charter Schools
Office recognizes that learning can
occur through multiple channels
and methods. That is why it is
important to be flexible with
learning experiences and design
them to provide numerous access
points to participants. Utilizing the

abundance of free, collaborative
web tools moves learning beyond
any limits of a physical space.
Educators should not be hindered
from furthering their professional
development due to factors such
as weather, drive time, or
registration fees.
Experiences are also built and
offered to address significant shifts
in the educational landscape. Topics
of interest in education can change
each year, and it is imperative that
educators receive support that
aligns with any goals stemming
from those topics. By anticipating
the shifts that may occur, the Grand
Valley Charter Schools Office better
prepares educators to remain on a
path toward success.
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Practitioners

Flint community leaders break ground
for Flint Cultural Charter Academy

Practitioners

Turning Powerful
Dreams into
Lasting Realities
Great schools aren’t created overnight; it can take years for a school to
turn its vision into a reality. To ensure more schools achieve excellence
— and do so in a shorter amount of time — Grand Valley is creating
support opportunities for people who dream of starting a public
charter school.
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The Grand Valley Charter Schools
Office works in partnership with
the National Charter Schools
Institute to offer the New School
Development Series. The series
is designed to train prospective
charter school applicants on what
it takes to successfully operate a
public charter school. Throughout
the program, participants receive
a deep understanding of topics
like state regulations, funding,
strategic planning, and curriculum
development. By the time they
complete the series, participants
have a clear picture of what they
are doing well to prepare, as well

as areas where improvement
is needed.
Bolstering applicants’ dreams
in their early stages can
generate significant outcomes
for communities. The extensive
preparation increases the
likelihood that new schools will
be ready to immediately make
a positive impact for kids and
families. Furthermore, it shines
light on innovative ideas that
may have gone undiscovered.
Creating a space for those ideas
to grow expands the possibilities
of what educational excellence
can look like.

Lengthening
the College
Preparation
Timeline
All students deserve to further
their education once they graduate
high school. But without the
proper preparation, prospective
students run the risk of selecting
higher education options that
don’t best suit their strengths and
career aspirations.

Providing students with these
pathways and tools earlier in their
lives fuels independent inquiry.
Students gain confidence in their
level of preparation as they identify
what they most want out of college
and their career. They uncover
the questions they need to ask of
themselves and of their support
systems. With the right knowledge,
students build a capacity for
exploration well before they reach
the campus of their dreams.

Practitioners

Barry Hall II,
Manager of
Charter
Through
College
Programs

That is why the Grand Valley
Charter Schools Office is dedicated
to working alongside educators
to increase college awareness
within students at younger ages.
Barry Hall II, the manager of
charter through college programs,
helps students plot the pathways
they can take to best prepare
for higher education. For the
younger students, it is all about
sparking interest, connections,
and understanding before they
reach high school. Pathways for
high school students focus on
developing tactics and habits
required for collegiate success
even before they apply.
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Practitioners
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Utilizing National
Networks to Drive
Local Results
Visionary charter school
authorizers seek advice and best
practices from peer authorizing
entities, commonly known as
higher education institution (HEI)
authorizers. Participating in such
inquiry and collaboration opens
doors to new ways to improve
educational outcomes. To that
end, the Grand Valley Charter
Schools Office convenes with
other HEI authorizers from around
the country to better the charter
school sector collectively.
Learning with other authorizers
allows Grand Valley to explore
what is working well for kids in
other states and bring these ideas

back home. Certain programs or
authorizing procedures that are
popular in New York or Minnesota
could be equally beneficial to
families in Michigan. At the same
time, Grand Valley provides
guidance to others in areas that
the university has mastered.
Connecting with other HEI
practitioners strengthens Grand
Valley’s ability to serve local
communities. Uncovering solutions
that worked in Indiana, Florida, or
other states with HEI authorizers
gives Michigan’s charter schools
a tested game plan for taking the
next steps toward greatness.

GVSU CSO School
Consultant Bill
Barker is a certified
Crisis Prevention and
Intervention trainer.

Grand Valley values inclusiveness
in its charter schools. It is
dedicated to supporting students
of all backgrounds, especially
those who face additional
personal challenges. That is why
it is vital that educators have the
tools to help students overcome
the effects of these troubling
moments. Students should always
see schools as places where they
feel safe and included.
The Grand Valley Charter Schools
Office provides educators with
training to help them identify
signs of trauma and appropriately
intervene to prevent crises. This
allows teachers and school leaders
to anticipate and meet the variety
of needs that come with diverse
student populations.

When schools construct an
ever-progressing environment,
students start to trust the adults
in the building. Learning and
growth can extend well beyond
the content being taught.
Kids open up to the idea of
collaboration, and they work in
a setting that encourages positive
communication from all parties.
In time, students see their schools
as communities that support
their growth inside and outside
of the classroom.

Students
should always
see schools
as havens for
safety, care,
and inclusion.

Practitioners

Creating Stable
Spaces for Students
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PROFESSORS
The Grand Valley Charter Schools
Office is the nexus where K-12
education and higher education
professionals unite.

Grand Valley
education Professor
Cindy Shinsky

Grand Valley
faculty member
Matt Missias

Professors

Appointing University
Experts for Specialized
School Support

20

A defining feature of the Charter Schools Office is the ability to turn
to Grand Valley professors for additional insight. The knowledge from
such experts can immediately be used to dissect localized education
hurdles and elevate schools to new levels of achievement.
The Grand Valley Charter Schools
Office primarily collaborates
with colleagues from the GVSU
College of Education to provide
schools with additional specialized
support. For example, the office
has secured a joint appointment
with Cindy Shinsky, a professor in
the College of Education, whose
life’s work is dedicated toward
special education. She provides
expertise to administrators and
staff members working at GVSUauthorized charter schools.
Furthermore, Grand Valley faculty
member Matt Missias will join the
office in the 2019-2020 school

year to consult with the
university’s charter schools in
northern Michigan.
Connecting schools to faculty
experts can be beneficial to all
parties. Teachers and principals
are simultaneously challenged
to examine their work and are
provided individualized support
for improvement. Faculty members
get to observe classroom trends
firsthand and connect what they
see to their instruction. Such
partnerships elevate the depth of
inquiry that surrounds problem
solving, which leads to better
results for kids.

Significant improvements in
teaching and learning stem from
data-driven examinations. As
deep-level information about a
school is increasingly uncovered,
more adjustments can be made
that positively affect every
student and educator.
Grand Valley’s Charter Schools
Office and College of Education
investigate broad questions in the
field through joint research. These
questions could relate to school
improvement, while others focus
on the impact of an innovative
education resource. Professors from
the College of Education have the
opportunity to collect data from
36,000 students and 3,500 staff
members throughout Grand Valley’s
portfolio of charter schools.

That data is evaluated to see
how the university can provide
immediate action plans. Some
areas where research is being
applied are teacher retention,
literacy proficiency by third
grade, and graduate-level teacher
preparation. Actionable outcomes
from the research may include
redesigning current professional
education programs, deploying
intensive specialized support, or
widespread implementation of
high-quality resources.
By combining research and the
extensive pool of talent and
resources within the university and
its charter schools, Grand Valley
positions itself as a leader for
large-scale change in education.

Professors

Discovering Solutions
through Collaborative
Research
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Professors
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Sparking Connections
with Future Lakers
As students advance along their K-12
journeys, they often find inspiration
from a handful of educators. These are
educators who get students excited about
coming to class every day, or those whom
students trust to provide extra support
or advice. Grand Valley seeks to initiate
similar connections each time prospective
students visit campus.

High school
students from
GVSU-chartered
schools participating
in a multimedia
journalism exercise
during College
Prep Week.

Students see that a university truly
cares about their well-being and start
to build a relationship with that school.
They may see themselves studying
under the tutelage of a professor who
inspired them in their brief interaction.
By starting and developing early
relationships, students can create
long-term education goals well before
they reach the university they now
dream of attending.

Professors

Each year, the Grand Valley Charter
Schools Office welcomes thousands
of K-12 students to Grand Valley for
educational programming. Within
each program are opportunities for
the students to interact with university
professors. For example, students
visiting Grand Valley for an art-learning
experience receive guidance from
an art education professor. Others
who come for college preparation
programming take mock classes with
professors to explore what majors they
may want to pursue.
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Policy Makers
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P

POLICYMAKERS
For schools to get results, the
policy environment must be
aligned. Everyone — teachers,
school leaders, board members,
public officials — must have
shared expectations. The
Grand Valley Charter Schools
Office works to align policies
among all stakeholders.

Policymakers

Building
Upon
Michigan’s
Historic
Education
Movement

26

On January 14, 1994, Michigan
officially signed Proposal A into
law, becoming one of the first
states in the nation to embrace
public school choice. Within a
year, Grand Valley became a
public charter school authorizer
— the second higher education
institution in the nation to do so —
and opened three schools within
West Michigan.

The response to school choice is
overwhelmingly clear: Families
appreciate the ability to explore
education options that are best
for their children. In the 25 years
that have passed since the law
was put in place, Grand Valley has
continuously strived to connect
communities to innovative
education ideas. During the
2018-2019 school year, more than
36,000 students enrolled at Grand
Valley-authorized schools.
The past quarter century set the
foundation for how education can
evolve to meet the needs of more
kids. The next quarter century —
and beyond — will be dedicated
to building upon what has been
established. Today, Grand Valley
still embraces its capacity to be
a groundbreaking authorizer.
The university’s Charter Schools
Office furthers that mission by
developing practices that
redefine what authorization
from a higher education
institution looks like.

Governing a school requires the
school’s board members to be
able to handle complex decisions
related to finances, legal
compliance, academic outcomes,
and safety, to name just a few
topics. When an opening on a
school board occurs, the ability
to fill it with pretrained, proven
applicants allows the board
to continue governing to its
fullest capacity.

Trained individuals with strong
backgrounds in leadership,
finances, or other key governance
components help school boards
mitigate the risk of experiencing
a dip in functional integrity when
there is a change within the
board. Their focus is unwavering
on what is most important:
improving outcomes for kids.

Policymakers

Training
Proven
Leaders
to Govern
Schools

To ensure board openings are
filled by outstanding community
members, Grand Valley works
alongside the Detroit Regional
Chamber of Commerce
and other partners to train
established leaders to serve
on charter school boards. The
initiative is called the Detroit
Board Leadership Program. The
program’s purpose is twofold:
1) connect charter schools with
strong board applicants and 2)
ensure those applicants are ready
to guide their school from the
moment they start.
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Policymakers

Broadening Inquiry
to Ignite Worthwhile
Solutions

28

Policies become more meaningful
when they address the needs
and desires of those who will
be impacted most by their
implementation. Stakeholders are
needed at the forefront of the
decision-making process so that
their voices may be heard.
Grand Valley strongly supports
data-driven collaborative policy
development for its public charter
schools. Throughout the year, the
Grand Valley Charter Schools Office
asks for feedback from multiple
stakeholder groups to reassess its
own practices. Those stakeholders
who are on the front lines of
education — teachers, principals,
parents — see what works best
for students. It is imperative
that their recommendations are

acknowledged and thoroughly
considered. Doing so gives
Grand Valley the opportunity
to dive into complex issues and
uncover useful trends that could
solve them.
Utilizing “bottom-up” policy
development encourages each
person, organization, or school to
share its unique perspective on
current situations. They all become
valuable parts of the teaching and
learning improvement process.
By seeking a wide range of
responses, Grand Valley can then
use its own resources to better
identify potential solutions that
are helpful, transparent, and
supported by evidence.

Embracing an
Active Role in
Policy Development
As a higher education institution
that authorizes public charter
schools, Grand Valley is an integral
part of Michigan’s K-12 outcomes.
Knowing this, the university
strives to utilize its talent and
resources to assist others with
statewide strategic development,
especially plans related to serving
kids and families across multiple
communities.
The Grand Valley Charter Schools
Office looks for opportunities to
work alongside other education
leaders to develop policies that
improve teaching and learning.
For instance, Rob Kimball, Ed.D.,
associate vice president for
Grand Valley Charter Schools
Office, currently serves as the
board chair of the Michigan
Council of Charter School
Authorizers, collaborating with

other authorizers to improve and
sync practices. Don Cooper, the
deputy director for the Grand
Valley Charter Schools Office, sits
on the board for the Michigan
Association of Public School
Academies, which advocates for
charter schools throughout the
state. Other members of the office
participate on state or national
cohorts that focus on improving
policies and procedures related to
literacy, special education, school
compliance, and more.
Holding such roles allows Grand
Valley to showcase how a higher
education authorizer can actively
shape excellence through policy
guidance. The university is further
positioned to produce innovative
outcomes that directly lead to the
betterment of children.

Policymakers

Members of the Michigan
Council of Charter School
Authorizers (from left):
Jendayi Gardner, Rob Kimball,
Davis Lewis, and
Corey Northrup.
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Community
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COMMUNITY
The Grand Valley Charter
Schools Office is dedicated
to strengthening and
expanding relationships
between its charter schools
and the communities they serve.
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Community

Community
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Opening Doors for
Increased Innovation
Powerful learning opportunities stem
from a school’s enthusiasm to explore
all options for improvement. Schools that
embrace new pathways get a better sense
for how they already serve kids well and
discover what actions they can take to
do even more.
Grand Valley recently partnered with
established community schools that are
eager to push themselves to higher levels
of success. These schools have already
shown that they are educational options
that are working well. Partnering with

Grand Valley gives them an enhanced
amount of flexibility to better support the
families in their neighborhood. Increasing
their capacity to deliver relevant,
community-specific instruction molds
these schools into hubs for achievement.

Community

Communities benefit from such
partnerships because they get to see
their local schools receive access to a
new array of tools and support. Children
and parents are energized by shifts
that further prioritize their educational
needs. Creative ideas are encouraged
and investigated together. In the long run,
the schools develop innovative systems
and services that contribute to the
well-being of every person who
walks through the front doors.
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The Greenspire
School

SCHOOLS
JOINING OUR
NETWORK

Flint Cultural
Center Academy
Westfield
Preparatory
High School
Westfield Charter
Academy

Lincoln-King
Academy:
Adams-Young
Campus

Community
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Supporting
Community-driven
Student Experiences
Acquainting students with unique
learning programs outside of
the classroom stimulates inquiry.
Community organizations that do it
best find ways to engage students
and build conceptual understanding
that travels with kids back to school.
The Grand Valley Charter Schools
Office strives to connect Grand
Valley-authorized charter
schools to hands-on education
programming throughout the state.
This often means finding valuable
opportunities that encourage
students and teachers to move from
behind their desks and out into the
community. One example of this
can be found in the partnership the

An ArtPrize
artist shares
details about
the project
with curious
students.

office has with ArtPrize. Each
year, thousands of students come
to Grand Rapids to participate in
art education activities and
experience one of the largest
art competitions in the world.
By the end of the day, the students
have gained new bits of knowledge
from professors, GVSU art
students, and professional artists.
Educators deserve to trust that
the trips they take off campus are
promoting intellectual growth,
creativity, and critical thinking. With
support from Grand Valley, teachers
are able to quickly and confidently
find more student programs that
bolster their curriculum.

Today’s digital world gives schools
an unlimited number of methods
to amplify their work within the
community. Positive stories can
be shared at a moment’s notice
and carry the potential of reaching
new audiences. In an increasingly
connected environment, it is
imperative for schools to uncover the
best ways to showcase how they are
building educational excellence.
The Grand Valley Charter Schools
Office assists schools in this endeavor
by assessing opportunities for them
to strategically utilize any channels
available for developing relationships.
Over time, as schools become
intentionally interactive with more
stakeholders, including prospective
families, community organizations,
and elected officials, those same
stakeholders organically share details
about the school with others.
Schools that actively invite
conversations with their
communities become schools that
people embrace. The increased

amount of transparency and
inclusion resonates with families.
The outreach can catch the eye of
parents who are new to the area
and looking for a great school.
Kids who feel out of place discover
an option where they can be
themselves because they see
other kids learning about things
that they love. Ultimately, the schools
and the surrounding community
develop a symbiotic relationship
in which everybody thrives when
working together.

Today’s digital
world gives schools
an unlimited
number of methods
to amplify their
work within the
community.

Community

Empowering Schools to
Broaden Their Presence
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Community
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Expanding the Network
of Community Partners
Building additional pathways between community organizations
and their local schools can help educators and families tap into
cutting-edge resources and exceptional talent. New partnerships
can address old and new challenges through specialized support.
The Grand Valley Charter Schools Office is proud to work
alongside countless community partners, including those listed
here, to improve teaching and learning.

A member of Big
Green teaches
students at Global
Height Academy
how to plant
seeds in their new
school garden.

Grand Rapids Art
Museum

COMMUNITY
AND EDUCATION
PARTNERS

Grand Rapids Ford
Museum
Grand Rapids Public
Museum

Annis Water
Resources Institute

Grand Rapids Public
Schools

ArtPrize

Great Start

Axios

Head Start

Beaumont

Henry Ford
Learning Institute

Big Green
Brains in Motion
Brilliant Detroit
Charles Stewart
Mott Foundation
College for
Creative Studies
Concept Schools
Covenant Academies
Foundation
Covenant House
Michigan
Detroit 90/90
Detroit College
Access Network
Detroit Medical Center
Early Learning
Network Collaborative
Eidex

Henway Consulting, LLC
IEE
IFF
Impact Detroit
John Ball Zoo
KConnect
Lear Corporation
Mental Health
Foundation of West
Michigan
Michigan Association
for Public School
Academies
Michigan College
Access Network
Michigan Council of
Charter School
Authorizers

EL Education

Michigan Department
of Education

EQUITY Education

Michigan History Center

First Steps Kent

National Association of
Charter School
Authorizers

Ford Motor Company
Fund
Foundation for
Behavior Resources

National Charter
Schools Institute
National Heritage
Academies

New Paradigm
for Education
North Flint
Reinvestment Corp.
Northwest Evaluation
Association
Ottawa Area ISD
Playworks
PrepNet, LLC.
Reading Now
Resch Strategies
Richard Lemons, Ph.D./
Connecticut Center for
School Change
Richard M. and Helen
DeVos Center for
Entrepreneurship and
Innovation
Southwest Solutions
Thrive by Five
The Kitchen Community
The Romine Group
The Skillman
Foundation
Thompson Educational
Foundation
Urban Institute for
Contemporary Art
Urban Roots
Van Andel
Education Institute
W.K. Kellogg
Foundation
Wayne County
Community College
District
West Michigan Center
for Arts and Technology
WGVU
Youth Vision Solutions

Community

Grand Circus
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Our Staff
Leadership

School
Support

Alissa Thelen
Rob Kimball, Ed.D.
Associate Vice President
for Charter Schools

Instructional Leadership
Specialist

Elliot Avis
School Support
Specialist

Jill Weber
Don Cooper
Deputy Director for
Charter Schools

Reading Specialist

Jayme Lesperance
Manager of Teacher
Development

Governance
Support
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Alyson Murphy, J.D.
Director of Governance
and Compliance

Jeff Maxwell
School Support
Specialist

Wendy Miller
Director of
School Support

Cindy Shinsky
Affiliate Faculty, GVSU
College of Education
(Special Education Specialist)

Bill Barker
School Consultant

Matt Cawood, Ph.D.
School Consultant

External Affairs

Cheryl Edwards-Cannon
School Consultant

Michael Cousins
Communications and
Technology Specialist

Amirah Vosburgh
Manager of School and
Community Partnerships
(Grand Rapids)

Rajeshri Gandhi Bhatia
School Consultant

General
Operations
Barry Hall II
Manager of Charter
through College
Programs
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Danielle North
School Consultant

Sarah Constable
Secretary

Maria Montoya
Manager of School and
Community Partnerships
(Detroit)

J.D. Smith, Ph.D.
School Consultant

Sherri Hall
Executive Assistant

Ram Ravikumar
Data Analyst
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